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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Departm ent of BiotechnologY

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Anall'5i5 Report (2016 - 2017)

1. 80% of the staff members strongly agreed thatl0o/oto 84oA of the syllabus suitable

to the specific course. 20% ol the feedbacks represents 85% to 100% the syllabus

is suitable to the specific course.

2. 60% of the feedback represents the syllabus is need based are more locally

relevant than globally competent. 40o/o of faculty feels it is partially locally and

globally relevant.

3. 60Yo of facr:lty agreed that core courses and allied courses are reasonably relevant

to the programmed only few it is fully relevant.

4. Most of the staff members declared that it is particularly satisfied with the choices

under M.B.E and S.B.E.

5. 60% of staff members said the syllabus signif-rcantly enriched the knowledge and

understanding of the students 40o/o says it is moderate'

6. 80% of the stalf clearly depicts the course is somewhat evenly distributed

Semester wise. 20Yo said it is overloaded.

7. 80% are satisfied with the distribution of credits, semester wise, 20o/o gave a

response of dissatisfacti on.

8. 80% agreed that teachers find enough time to complete the syllabus, Remaining

20% of staff moderately agreed'

Conclusion:

Most of the taculty opinion is about the overall content of the cumiculum is good,

some of the taculty gave very good opinion they feel the content is rich (packed)

with knowledge.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Microbiology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (20L6 - 2017)

1. 89o/o of teachers stated that 85 to l00o/o of syllabus is suitable to the specified course.

18% of teachers suggested that it was 70 to 84%o.

2. 83% of teachers observed that the syllabus is significantly need based, locally relevant

and globally competent.

3. 81% of teachers put forwarded that the core courses and allied courses offered were

ftrlly relevant to the programme. 1\oh of teachers felt it is moderately relevant.

4. 84%o of teachers suggested that they are flully satisfied with the options provided under

M.B.E. and S.B.E. and7"/o of teachers f.elt they are reasonably satisfied.

5. 83% ofteachers justified that the syllabus fully enrich the knowledge and understanding

of students. 76%o of teachers felt it is moderate.

6. 85% of teachers suggested that the courses are significantly evenly distributed

semester-wise and lloh of teachers felt it is moderate.

7. 83%o of teachers felt that the distribution of credits for the course is significant and 12%o

of teachers felt it is moderate.

8. 85% of teachers strongly agreed that they found enough time to complete the syllabus

and i 1o% of teachers felt to a ceftain extent.

9. 89% of teachers suggested that the overall content of the Curriculum is excellent and

l3%o of-teachers tblt it is good.

Conclusion: The overall fbedbacl< suggestion given by the teachers suggests that 85 to 100%

of syllabus were suitable to the specified course and the overall content of the curriculum was

excellent.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonornous)
Sivapurant Post, Pudul<liottai - 622 122

Dcpa rtm cn t of' Iliochemistry

Te:rcher's Fcedback on Curriculunr

Iiecdback Anal1,5i5 lleport (2016 -2017)

The feed-back collected from the faculty mernbers contribute a lot in the enrichment of
the curriculum process. Hencefbrth the f-eed-back was collected fiom the faculty members on
curriculum which depicted the fbllowing responses:

1. The fbed-bacl< makes it crystal clear that the syllabus designed for each course was
con,pletely relevant and specified to each and every coLlrse.

2. The fbed-back obtained unraveled the fact that the designed curriculum was having
greater percentage of relevance to all the LocalzNational/Regional/Global
developrnental needs.

3. l'l-re fbed-bacl< slror,vs that little more emphasis has to be given in introducing new core
courses and allied courses in near tlture.

4. Our faculty members greatly appreciated the mode by r,vhich the students were given
the complete fi'eedom in choosing the elective courses related to M.B.E and the S.B.E.

5. Much of lbcus is given on the enrichment of the knorvledge and understanding of the
student,

6. The cottrses offbred by the department zrre distributed evenly throughout the semesters.

Also it has been admitted by our facirlties that the credit given to each course is also
even I y d istri buted th ror.r gh out tlr e programm e.

7. Arnple time is being allotted to complete the syllabus of each and every course after
which faculty ntembers find time to carryout the revision process also.

8. The overall content of tlre curriculum is beirrg designed very carefullywhich has made
our taculties being corrpletely satisfled,

Concluding remarks:
Few of the faculty tnembers suggested to include more of new courses in the syllabus

which will be tiamed in tlre fbrlhcoming years. Apart fiorn that the faculty members did not
have any dif rence in o;rinion and were happy with the other criteria.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Botany

Teacher's Feedbacl< on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

1. 100 % of teachers were highly rated the syllabus suitable to the specified Course.

2. 100% of teachers accept that need based, locally relevant and Globally Competent.

3. 50% of teachers were accepting core courses and Allied Courses offered to the Programme.

4. 100 % of teachers were greatly satisfled with given M.B.E and S.B.E.

5. 100 % of teachers were accepting and high rating the syllabr-rs enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the students.

6. 100 % of teachers were high rating the courses evenly distributed semester wise.

7. 100 % of teachers agreed that satisfied with the distribution of credits semester wise.

8. 50% of teachers were high rating the satisfaction with the proporlion of Theory and Practical

courses in your Curriculum.

9. All of the Teachers (100%) highly rating the opinion on the overall content of the Curriculum.

CONCLUDING RBMARKS:

All the teachers have said that the syllabus suitable to the specified Course. A11 the teachers

were accepting with given M.B,E and S.B.E. All of teachers were accepting and high rating

the syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of'the students, A1l the teachers have

stated that the courses are very well evenly distributed semester-wise.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of PhYsics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 * 2017)

1 . The syllabus to the specified course to ask felt as suitable by 84 % of staff

2 The syllabus is locally relevant, fulfrll need based and is also globally competent

3. Yes. Our core courses and allied courses are fully satisfled to the programme

4

5

Regarding M.B.E and S.B.E 800% were greatly contented with the choices of electives.

The syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge and understanding capacity of the

students.

6 Only 40 o% stated that the courses are somewhat evenly distributed semester wise are

satisfied

7 In our curriculum, the credits points are well and evenly distributed semester wise are

satisfied

8 Yes. Only 75 o/o stated,that all pottions can be completed within the given time'

g. Only 80 %o offaculties the opinion on the overall content of the curriculum is good'

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

The teacher,s feeclback stated the curriculum was tiamed very well and it is very useful

for national level and state level competitive exams'
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of ChemistrY

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016' 2017)

l. 6o%of theteachers feelthatthe syllabus is much satisfactory withthe specified course,

2. Most of the teachers feels that the syllabus need based and locally, globally well competent.

3. 80% of the teachers feel that the core courses and allied courses are reasonably relevant to

the program.

4. Most of the teachers are moderately satisfactory with the options provided under MBE &

SBE.

5. To a greater extent of the teachers are fulfilled with the range of syllabus as it enriches the

knowledge and helps in understanding the course of the students.

6. lOO% of the teachers completely satistactory with distribution of courses semester wise.

7. 60% of the teachers f-eel that the significant worth of the credits fbr the course fair.

8. 100% of the teachers are strongly agreed with enough time to complete the syllabus.

9. To a good extent ofthe teacher feels that the overall content ofthe curriculum is good.

Conclusion

The teacher feedback is positive and naturally so, since all of them have a say in the

formulation of curricula and courses. However they wanted longer time duration for practical

work. This will be accommodated in the syllabus revision.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of Mathematics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

The new curriculum was introduced during the academic year 201,6-2017. Based on the new

pattern the course outcome and the program outcome were designed by the members of Board

of Studies. The syllabus was updated based on recent changes and developments in the

concerned field of study. 4 point scale ranking was followed for giving feedback the following

are the analysis and interpretation.

1. 60%oof teachers agree with 85% to 100% and40o/o ofteachers said70%oto84%o tbrthe

suitability of the syllabus for the specified courses.

2. Regarding syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent 80% of

teachers fully satisfied and 40oh of teachers are partially satisfied.

I 00% ofteachers agree reasonable for the Core courses and Allied courses offered are

relevant to the programme.

3. 60%o of teachers greatly satisfied and 40%o of teachers partially satisfied for the choices

under M.B.E and S.B.E.

4. Around 600/o and 40oh of teachers agree our syllabus fully and significantly enrich the

knowledge and understanding of the students.

5. 80% of teachers agree the courses evenly distributed semester - wise are very well and

remaining 20oh said it is somewhat.

6. Rating about satisfaction with the distribution of credits, semester wise around 60%%

of teachers are highly satisfied and 40%o satisfied.

7. 20o/o of teachers strongly agree and 80% agree that they can flnd enough time to

complete the syllabus.

8. Aboutoverall contentofthecurriculum 60ohof teacherssaidverygoodand40%said

good.
g. In Specific information, the curriculurn provides opportunity fbr conducting research

and project related activities

Conclusion : 1O}o/oof teachers highly agree with the Core courses and Allied courses. They

insisted to provide lnore courses on current research areas, planned to include Research and

Application courses in the Syllabi during the revision 2018-2019.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Puduhkottai - 622 422

Department of Computer Science

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016' 2017)

Teachers' feedback on the curriculum on the questions about the aptness and relevance of
the syllabi to the programme, choices given under skill and major base elective courses,

distribution of courses through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete the

syllabus, overall content of the curiculum is distributed and collected in April2017.5 duly

filled in forms were received. Four points scale of ranking was followed for every question.

The following is the analysis and interpretation of the responses.

1. For the question about the suitability of the syllabus to the specified programme, 100% of
the teachers answered it is 85-100o% suitable.

2. About the relevance of the syllabus to the need and competence 100% feel it is highly

relevant.

3. For the question about the relevance of core courses and allied courses relevant to the

programme, 40o say they are fully satisfled, 60%o say it is reasonable.

4. When asked about the choices given to skill and major base elective courses 20%o say they

are greatly satisfied and 80o/o say they are satisfied with the choices given.

5. 80% of the teachers are fully satisfred with the enrichment of knowledge and understanding

of the students through the syllabi, 20o/o say it is to a significant level.

6. For the question about the distribution of courses semester wise 60% say it is very well

done, the remaining 20o/o say it is somewhat done, remaining 20Yo say some semesters are

overloaded.

7. When asked about the rate of satisfbction by the distribution of credits, 20o/osay they are

highly satisfied the remainingS0o/o say they are satisfled.

8. For the question about the tirne given to complete the syllabus 60%o feel it is strongly

suffrce the remaining20oh feel it is somewhat sufflce and the remaining 20o/o say they are

moderately satisfled.

9. 40o/o of the teachers feel the overall content of the syllabus is very good, 60% feel it is good.

Conclusion: The overalI feedback ofthe teachers about the aptness and relevance ofthe syllabi

to the programme, choices given under skilI and major base elective courses, distribution of
courses through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete the syllabus, overall

content of the curriculum is good. Their valuable suggestions for futher improvement of the

syllabi are observed and noted for implementation.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of Information Technology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

1) 100% of the faculties have said that the syllabus is suitable to the specified course (85%

to 100%).
2) The curriculum and the syllabus are fully satisfied based on locally relevant and

globally competent.

3) 100% of the faculties to give positive responses of the core and allied course to the

program.

4) All the faculties given "greatly satisfied" rating to our satisfaction with choices under

MajorBasedElective and SkitlBasedElective.

5) Maximum number of faculties have said that fully satisfred (40%) and significantly

(60%) our syllabus is enrich the knowledge of the students. There were no negative

responses.

6) All the faculties have said that the courses are evenly distributed semester wise very

well.

1) 20% of the faculties are highly satisfied with the distribution of credits semesterwise

and 80% of the faculties are satisfied.

8) 80% of the faculties strongly agree and Z0o/o of the faculties agree that the teachers f ind

enough time to complete the syllabus.

9) 80% of the faculties given very good opinion on the overall content of the curriculum

and20%o of the faculties given good opinion.

Conclusion:

Most of our f-aculties are satisfied the syllabus. Because new courses are introduced.

Maximum number of faculties are said that with in the time to flnished their syllabus. All
faculty members are satisfied with the college inf-rastructure facilities.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukhottai - 622 422

Department of Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedbacl< Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

1.15% of the Teachers have specified that the syllabus fbr the specified course is highly

suitable and 25o/o teachers have said as suitable .

2.50% of the teachers have stated that the syllabus is fully need based, locally relevant,

globally competent and 50Yo have stated that it is partially relevant.

3.100% of the teachers have stated that the core course and allied courses are fullv

relevant to the programme.

4.25% of teachers have rated that they are greatly satisfled with choices under M.B.E

and S.B.E andl5o/o of them have rated it as partially satisfied.

5. 75% of the teachers have said that the syllabus fully enrich the knowledge and

understanding of-the students and25o/o have said that it significantly satisfies.

6. 100% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very well evenly distributed

semester-wise.

1 . 25% of the teachers have rated that they are highly satisfied with the distribution of
credits, semester-wise and 15%o of them are satisfied.

8.75% of the teachers strongly agree that there is enough time to complete the syllabus

and25Yo teachers have agreed to it.

9. 7 5% of teachers have very good opinion on the overall content of the curriculum and

25o/o have said it is good.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

100% of' the teachers have said that the syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge

and understanding of the students and have stated that the syllabus is partially need based,

locally relevant, globally competent. 100% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very

well evenly distributed semester-wise
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of Visual Communication

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 :2017)

1. For the question, Syllabus suitable to the specified course, 100% of the teachers said that
85 to 100 oh of the syllabus suitable to the specified course.

2. For the question, how far the syllabus need based, Iocally relevant and globally
competent, 100 % of thern said that full syllabus is need based, locally relevant and
globally competent.

3' For the question, Core courses and allied courses offered relevant to the programme,
100% of them said that Core courses and allied courses otfcred are fully relevant to the
programme.

4, For the question, satisfaction with choices under M.B.E and S.B.E, 100% of the teachers
are Partially satisfied with choices under M.B.E and S.B.E.

5. For the question, how far does your syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding
of the students, 100% of the teachers said that syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge
and understanding ofthe students.

6. For the question, how lar are the courses evenly distributed semester-wise,50o% of the
teachers said that the courses evenly very well distributed semester-wise. 50% of- the
teachers said that the courses evenly somewhat distributed semester-wise.

7. For the question, satisfaction with the distribution of credits, semester wise, 50oZ of the
teachers are satisfied with the distribution of credits, semester wise. 50% of the teachers
are highly satisfied with the distribution of credits, semester wise.

8. For the question, do you agree that teacher's find enough time to complete the
syllabus, 100% of the teachers strongly agree that they find enourgh tirne to complete the
syllabus.

9. For the question, opinion on the overzrll content of the curriculum ,, IOO'yo of the teachers
said that the overall content ofthe curriculum is good.

Conclusion

Most of the responses of the teachers are positive. They suggest some improvement in
M.B.E and S.B.E
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 122

Department of Hotel Management and Catering Science

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

Teachers' feedback on the curriculum on the questions about the aptness and relevance of

the syllabi to the programme, choices given under skill and major base elective coLlrses,

distribLrtion of courses thror"rgh semesters, distribution of'credits, time given to complete the

syllabus, overall content of tlre curriculum is distributed arrd collected in April 2017.5 duly

filled in fbrms were received. Irour points scale of ranl<ing was follor,ved fbr every question.

The fbllowing is the analysis and interpretation of'the responses.

1. Suitability of the syllabus to the specified prograrnrne. 100% of the teachers answered it is 85-

100% suitable.

2. About the relevance of the syllabus to the need and competence 100% f'eel it is highly
relevant.

3. Relevance of core courses and allied coLlrses relevant to the programme,40o/o say they are

fully satisfied,60%0 say it is reasonable.

4. Clroices given to skill and major base elective courses 2Oo/o say they are greatly satisfred

and 80% say they are satisfied with the choices given.

5. 80% of the teachers are f'ully satisfled with the enrichment of-knor,vledge and understanding

of the students thror"rgh the syllabi. 20o/o say it is to a significant level.

6. Distributionofcoursessemesterr,vise809/osayitisveryrvell done,theremaining20o/osay
it is semewhat done, rernaining20t% say some semesters re overloaded,

7. Rate of satisfaction by the distribution of credits, 20o/o say they are highly satistled the

remaining 80% say they are satisfled.

8. Time given to cornplete the syllabr.rs 600/ofeel it is strongly suffice the remaining20o/ofeel
it is somewhat suffice and the remaining 20ohsay they are rnoderately satisfied.

9. 40% of the teachers f-eel the overall content of the syllabus is very good,60%o feel it is good.

TIre overall f-eedback of the teachers about the aptness and relevance of the syllabi to

the programme, choices given under sl<ill and rnajor base elective courses, distribution

of- courses throLrgh semesters. distribution of credits, time given to complete the

syllabLrs. overall content of the curriculum is good. Their valr.rable suggestions fbr

firrlher im provement of the sl,llabi are observed and noted fbr implementation
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 122

Department of Commerce rvith Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculunr

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

1. For the question, Syllabus suitable to the specified course, 100% of them stated that

Syllabus suitable to the specified collrse is 85 to 100%.

2. For the question, syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent,
100% of them stated that syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent
is significantly.

3. For the question, Core courses and allied courses offered relevant to the
programmer 60%o of them stated that Core courses and allied courses offered relevant
to the programme is fully and 40oh of them stated that Core courses and allied courses

offered relevant to the programme is reasonably.

4. For the question, Satisfied with the options provided under MBE and SBE, 100%
of them stated that Satisfied with the options provided under MBE and SBE is greater

extent.
5. For the question, Syllabus enriches the knowledge and understanding of the course

to the students, 100% of them stated that Syllabus enriches the knowledge and

understanding ofthe course to the students is significant.

6. For the question, Courses evenly distributed semester wise, 100o% of them stated that
Courses evenly distributed semester wise is significant.

7 , For the question, Distribution of credits for the course fair,l00oh of them stated that
Distribution of credits fbr the course tair is significantly,

8. For the question, Enough time to complete the syllabus, 100% of them stated that

Enough time to complete the syllabus is strongly agree.

9. For the question, Overall content of the curriculum , 90oh of thern stated that Overall
content of the curriculum is excellent and l0%o of them stated that Overall content of
the curriculum is very good.

Conclusion:

The teacher feedback is very highly positive however they have started re'examining
the core and allied courses, their content and mutual sync. This will be further revision of
syllabi and courses afler brainstornting sessions.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
' Sivapurirm Post, Puduhhottai - 622 422

I)epartnrent of Ilusiness Administration

Tcachcr's F-eetlbach on Curriculunr

Fectlback Anall'sis Report (2016 - 2017)

1. On the suitability of tlre syllabr-rs fbr the courses under UG and PG all the teachers
ticked 85-100%

2. On the s1'llabus meeting local and qlobal requirernents600/o fblt it was only
partially relevant at both the levels. Only,10% tickecl the flrst option (tully)

3. On the relevance of tlre core and allied courses to the programme there lvas a

positive response fiorr allthe respondents. Option (a)(firlly) was the only response

4. 80% of the respondents ivere highly satisfled with the choices under MBEs and
SBEs. 20o% i,vere only partialll, satislied

5. On the syllabus prornoting the l<rrorvledge and understanding of stLrdents the
respondents ticl<ed either (a) fllly (40%) or (b) significantly (60%). 'l-here were no negative
responses.

6. On the distribLrtiorr of str-rdy load semester-r,vise, 80% ticked the flrst option (very
rvell) and another 20%o; option (b) somer,vhat

7. On the distribution of credits among senresters all the respondents were highly
satisfled or satistled

8. Sirnilarll, tlre teachers agreed that they had enoLrgh time to conrplete the syllabus

9. Irr overall ratine the curricullnr \\iAS tbund to be'vcry good'or'good' by al lthe
respondents

10. Suggested inclusion of Inte'rnational Business Environrnent f-or MBA and the
retnoval of Manager-nent Control Systerls zind the renaming and enrichment of sorne papers

A1l responses, exceptir-rgthe one on cun'iculunr addressing local, national and global needs,
are highll,positive. Departrnent level and Board of'studies level discr-rssions on the
suggestiorrs of teachers on a greater balarrcing ot'regional, nationaland global needs willbe
initiated to address the issue.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of English

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Ireedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

l. On the suitability of the syllabus for the course, the majority of the teachers have ticked

the first trvo options(85-1000/0 a:nd 7\-\4oh).This shorvs a high degree of satisfaction

Z. .On the local and global nccds bcing mc.t by the syllabus. all thc teachcrs are satistled.

They have ticked only the first two options (fully-78% and partially-22%)

3. AIl the teachers are satisfied r,vith the relevance of Core and Allied courses.

4. Nearly 85% of teachers have expressed their great satisfaction with choices under

M.B.E and S.B.E colrrses.

5. Atmost all tlie teachers lravc acceptcd that thc syllabus is both enriching and

understandable by the students.

6. 85% of teachers have clpinioned that the syllabus is very w'ell evenly distributed

sell.lester-u'tse,

7 Majority of the teachers agree that they are highly satisficd rvith the distribution of

credits, semester-w'ise.

8. Nearly 70o% teachers fincl enough tirne to complete the syllabus on time. Whereas a f'eu'

need some trrore extra classes.

g. On the overall content of the curriculum, 857o of teachers are highly satisfied.

Conclusion

curriculum. Most of the teachers find this syllabus both relevant and useful fcrr the

studcnts progression.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Tamil

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2016 -2017)

1.On the suitability of the syllabus for Part - I Tamil 80oZ expressed a positive

opinion.

2. Onthe relevance of the syllabus for meeting global and local needs 85% have

recorded a positive opinion.

3. Question 3 doesn'taraise (Only Part - I)
4. Question 4 doesn'taraise (Only Part - I)
5. 70% agreed that the syllabus enriches students' skills, understanding and

knowledge
6. The majority (65%) felt that the topics were evenly distributed among semesters

7. All the Teachers agree that the credits are evenly distributed.

8. 80% are agree that they have enough time to complete the portion.

9. On overall ratting the majority (85%) have highly positive opinion

10. majority of staff wanted the opening of the B.A., Tamil Literature Programme

Conclusion

The views of the staff - members were kept in mind is implementing the revised

syllabus. The Proposal was submitted for starting the B.A., Tamil Literature

Programme in2017-2018
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